
Communication and Collaboration Clarity
virtual workshops

● One hour, 90-minute, or 2 hour versions
● Customizable and interactive
● Great for trainers, leaders, managers, and more!

Whether you are responsible for the development of trainers, leaders, marketers,
managers, or sales professionals, there are two must-have skills that are crucial to
success:

- Getting the point across in a noisy, distracting atmosphere
- Getting stakeholders aligned and on the same page in a fast-moving,

collaborative environment

Bottom line: we need to learn the art and (brain) science of communicating with clarity!

Clarity workshops are designed to equip your team with the immediate,
high-impact communication and collaboration skills that lead to
success at every level. These customizable sessions leverage
Impactiviti’s unique “Clarity Formula” to show professionals how to distill
their messages with brain-friendly simplicity and brevity,

Based on the principles from Steve Woodruff’s Amazon best-selling
book Clarity Wins, Clarity workshops can be deployed as one-time or
multi-session events (including lunch-and-learns), and customized for
each audience’s unique challenges.
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Select Clarity Workshop Themes (customizable to audience)

Communicating with Clarity (tailored for MSLs, Trainers, Marketers,
Leaders, or Managers)
Goal: Get your point across quickly in every professional communication (includes email,

meetings, presenting, and training)

Collaborating with Clarity
Goal: Get team members all working from the same page

Selling/Marketing with Clarity
Goal: Create effective and impactful messages that are brain-friendly

Leading with Clarity
Goal: Lead and coach with clearly-expressed principles and expectations

Networking with Clarity
Goal: Create a value-adding professional network through skillful relationship-building

Professional/Personal Branding
Goal: Attain a clearly-articulated understanding of professional skills and purpose

Company/Department Branding
Goal: Establish a team “brand” based on clear words and statements

Selecting and Managing Vendors
Goal: Understand how to choose, and work collaboratively with, optimal suppliers

Defining and Managing Projects
Goal: Apply the operational processes that lead to project success

Learners walk away with practical shortcuts, cheat codes, and word forms that will help
them get their point across, achieve team alignment, and spur appropriate action.
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About Steve Woodruff

Steve Woodruff is known throughout the business world as the King of Clarity.

With over 24 years of consulting experience in the Life Sciences training

industry, he has unparalleled expertise in facilitation, communications

training, network building and personal branding.

Steve has worked with a vast array of clients, vendors, and individuals

on initiatives in training, marketing, branding, and career consulting. He

is a well-respected speaker and workshop facilitator.

Steve is the author of the Amazon best-selling book Clarity Wins (2018).

Contact Impactiviti to discuss how your team can be equipped to communicate and collaborate
with greater clarity and impact!

“I’ve relied on Steve for years to bring clarity at a departmental level as we branded our group
and communicated its value in the organization. The results were outstanding, shaping our
culture, our identity, and our internal messaging.”
– Jason Zeman, Senior Director, Leadership and Organizational Development, Bausch Health

“I have known Steve for many years and worked with him on a number of occasions and projects.
He has a ton of experience and connections that he is able to leverage and bring to bear to help
make your work together successful. Highly recommended!” – John Sjovall, Executive. Director,
Sales Training, SK Life Science; Past-President, LTEN (Life Sciences Trainers and Educators
Network)
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